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About This Game

Return to the Black Mesa Research Facility as one of the military specialists assigned to eliminate Gordon Freeman. Experience
an entirely new episode of single player action. Meet fierce alien opponents, and experiment with new weaponry. Named 'Game

of the Year' by the Academy of Interactive Arts and Sciences.
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Half Life 1 but harder and shorter.

Cool new guns and enemies, but the port is really bad so there are a lot of glitches. You get to play as a mute special force unit
who wrecks havoc upon Black Ops assassins, and aliens from an alternative dimension with a wrench.. what can i say?

this is by far one of the best half lifes out there that needs a sequel. This is not just more Half-Life. This is more than just Half-
Life. Opposing Force has new weapons, new enemies, a new protagonist and more. Also it has some reeaaaly cool level designs.
If you enjoyed Half-Life (if you didn't there is something wrong with you) get this.

Oh also this has something like a grappling hook 10/10. Definitely the best of Half-Life expansion packs, but this game is
HARD. This game on the easiest difficulty is harder than Half-Life on the hardest difficulty. Be prepared for that. But it's
certinaly manageable on the easiest difficulty and worth the play because like most expansion packs from the 90's, this game is
SUPER creative with the concept at hand. It introduces creative new weapons (You can use the ceiling-tenticles as kind of a
grappling hook!), creative new enemies, and it even introduces a new gameplay mechanic; climbing ropes, and it was handled
fairly well too. The level design is also a little different from Half-Life's. You're still in Black Mesa, but the game throws totally
new areas your way that you wouldn't expect to see in Half-Life. The new monster designs aren't quite as well done as Half-
Life's (a lot more cartoony in Opposing Force), but they're still neat and creative. Definitely worth a try.. Opposing force is my
favourite out of all the add ons. Blue shift was ok at most, because theres no new weapons, or enemies, and worst of all, you
cant use HEV suit chargers. Opposing force however, plays the role of the soldiers that swear every five seconds. Theres new
weapons, and not a single crowbar in site. You can also create a time paradox, which is pretty interesting. The Race X creatures
are way better than a tiny headcrabs, and the gene worm is a lot more menacing than a Gargantua, or the Nihilanth (mind you
you get to blow up a gargantua) and a PCV suit instead of an HEV suit or an armour vest. You can also interact with other
soldiers, and make tiny crews. One of my favourite games, and one of the best games out there. 10/10 would die from Shock
troopers again. If you've played Half-Life chances are you've already played this, if you haven't on the otherhand definitely
check this out after playing the original game, you're in for a visit to the Half-Life universe again to get your fix. Shephard the
character you play is the a fan favorite and there is a reason for it.. My favorite part is killing my squadmates when the damn
idiots decide to shoot me instead of the ninjas.. Easily considered the best DLC ever for one of the greatest games ever.
Opposing Force took the success of Half Life and vastly improved on it. The addition of the new alien species Race X and the
Black Ops cleaning up the mess of the other soldiers was a great addition to the game. The new weapons are great. For the most
part the game is quite enjoyable there are parts that can be frustrating at times other than that its replay value is very high. The
multiplayer is also good if you can find a lobby. Highly suggest checking out.. Where Blue Shift failed, this expansion succeeds.
Gearbox did an excellent job with this one, with a ton of great new weapons and great new enemies to face. Once you're done
with Half-Life 1, you've GOT to play this.
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One of my most favourite part of those legendary series. Another Good Story / Expansion Pack of Half Life. This game has
Good Storyline, Interesting objects, Many weapons, Cool Creatures, and Challenging. In my opinion The gameplay is Hard even
if you play on Easy.. Opposing Force, the 1st of the three Gearbox expansions for Half-Life, re-tells the story of the Black
Mesa Incident from HECU marine Adrian Shephard's perspective. Adding a plethora of new content like Race X (not to be
confused with Xen creatures,) and additional weapons; Opposing Force offers an enjoyable yet distinct experience, albeit with
somewhat muddled level design. Consider buying it if you enjoy the original Half-Life.. Best addon for Half - Life. Now we
play for Adrian Shephard - HECU soldier. As well as Dr. Freeman, he will look for a way out of Black Mesa. The main
differences from the original game - a large number of new monsters, and the availability of a new arsenal to destroy them.

8.5/10. Awesome game with great campaign and multiplayer. Really accompanies the original Half-Life well for showing a
soldiers point of view on Black Mesa.
. I'm surprised at how much I enjoyed this, especially the drill instructor training mode portion. I might edit this review if I find
that there's more I want to say.
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